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TESTING
Prepared	by

Rufus	T.	Strohm
Associate	Editor,	Power

WASHINGTON
GOVERNMENT	PRINTING	OFFICE

1918

MAXIMUM	PRODUCTION.

MINIMUM	WASTE.
The	 United	 States	 Fuel	 Administration	 is	 making	 every	 effort,	 through	 the	 producers	 and
transportation	lines,	to	obtain	an	adequate	supply	of	fuel	for	the	industries	of	the	country.

Twenty-five	to	fifty	million	tons	of	coal	a	year	can	be	saved	by	the	improved	operation	of	steam-
power	plants	without	changing	their	present	equipment	and	without	abating	their	production	the
slightest.

It	 is	 absolutely	 necessary	 that	 this	 saving	be	 realized,	 if	 our	 overburdened	 railroads	 are	 to	 be
relieved	and	our	industries	kept	in	full	operation.

The	extent	to	which	 it	will	be	realized	depends	upon	the	cooperation	of	the	owners,	engineers,
and	firemen	of	every	power	plant	of	the	country.

YOUR	FIRING	LINE	IS	AT	THE	FURNACE	DOOR.

DAVID	MOFFAT	MYERS,							
Advisory	Engineer	to	United	States	Fuel	Administration.

BOILER	AND	FURNACE	TESTING.
By	RUFUS	T.	STROHM.

NECESSITY	FOR	TESTING	BOILERS.

A	boiler	test	is	necessary	in	order	to	determine	how	well	the	boiler	is	doing	the	work	expected	of
it;	that	is	to	say,	we	must	find	out	whether	we	are	wasting	coal	in	making	steam	and	how	much
this	 waste	 may	 be.	 Such	 a	 test	 may	 be	 made	 to	 discover	 the	 efficiency	 of	 the	 boiler,	 or	 the
quantity	of	water	it	is	evaporating,	or	the	cost	of	evaporating	1,000	pounds	of	water.

The	United	States	Fuel	Administration	recommends	that	every	boiler	plant	have	some	means	of
daily	checking	the	efficiency	of	the	boiler	and	furnace.	The	simplest	and	best	way	of	finding	out
how	efficiently	the	boiler	is	working	is	to	make	an	evaporation	test,	as	described	in	this	bulletin.
All	the	necessary	records	can	be	made	automatically	with	suitable	instruments,	although	in	many
small	plants	the	coal	must	be	weighed	on	ordinary	scales.	The	efficiency	of	 the	 furnace	can	be
found	 by	 making	 analyses	 of	 the	 flue	 gases.	 (See	 Bulletin	 No.	 2	 of	 the	 United	 States	 Fuel
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Administration.)

Too	many	engineers	and	firemen	have	the	idea	that	they	are	not	fitted	to	make	boiler	tests.	This
is	 altogether	 wrong.	 Any	 man	 who	 can	 weigh	 water	 and	 coal	 and	 read	 steam	 gages	 and
thermometers	 is	 able	 to	 do	 the	 work	 required	 in	 making	 a	 boiler	 test	 for	 evaporation	 or
efficiency.	Such	a	test	requires	a	knowledge	of	the	following:

1.	The	total	weight	of	coal	used.

2.	[1]The	total	weight	of	water	fed	to	and	evaporated	by	the	boiler.

3.	The	average	temperature	of	the	feed	water.

4.	The	average	steam	pressure	in	the	boiler.

If	these	four	items	are	known,	a	series	of	simple	calculations	will	show	how	much	water	is	being
evaporated	per	pound	of	coal,	and	the	efficiency	of	the	boiler	and	furnace.

To	make	a	test,	the	following	apparatus	and	instruments	are	necessary:

1.	Scales	to	weigh	the	coal.

2.	Apparatus	to	weigh	or	measure	the	feed	water.

3.	Thermometers	to	take	feed-water	temperature.

4.	Gages	to	indicate	steam	pressure.

A	boiler	test	to	be	of	value	should	extend	over	a	period	of	at	least	eight	hours.	The	longer	the	test
the	more	accurate	the	results.

For	the	sake	of	simplicity,	only	the	essential	elements	of	boiler	and	furnace	testing	are
treated	 in	 this	 bulletin.	 For	 rules	 covering	 the	 refinements	 for	 an	 exhaustive	 test,	 the
reader	 is	 referred	 to	 the	 boiler	 test	 code	 of	 the	 American	 Society	 of	 Mechanical
Engineers.	Copies	of	this	code	can	be	obtained	from	the	secretary,	29	West	Thirty-ninth
Street,	New	York	City.

WEIGHING	THE	COAL.

The	weight	of	coal	used	during	a	test	may	easily	be	found	by	using	an	ordinary	wheelbarrow	and
a	platform	scales,	arranged	as	in	figure	1.	At	each	side	of	the	scales	build	an	incline	with	its	top
level	with	the	top	of	the	platform,	but	take	care	not	to	have	either	one	touch	the	platform.	Set	the
empty	wheelbarrow	on	the	scales,	run	the	movable	weight	or	poise	out	until	it	exactly	balances
the	weight	of	the	barrow	and	lock	it	in	position	with	the	thumbscrew.

Next,	put	weights	on	the	scale	pan	A	to	correspond	to	a	net	weight	of	250	or	300	pounds	of	coal.
Fill	 the	 barrow	 with	 coal,	 run	 it	 on	 the	 scales,	 and	 add	 coal	 or	 take	 off	 coal	 until	 the	 scales
balance.	This	is	easily	done	by	having	a	small	pile	of	coal	B	beside	the	scales.	If	the	weights	on
the	 scale	 pan	 represent,	 say,	 300	 pounds,	 the	 net	weight	 of	 coal	 in	 the	 barrow	 is	 exactly	 300
pounds.	This	coal	is	wheeled	in	front	of	the	boiler	and	dumped	on	the	clean	floor,	and	the	barrow
is	returned	for	another	load.

Each	time	the	barrow	of	coal	is	weighed	on	the	scales	and	taken	to	the	boiler	being	tested,	a	tally
mark	should	be	made	on	a	board	nailed	to	the	wall	beside	the	scales.	Each	tally	mark	represents
300	pounds	of	coal,	since	the	amount	of	coal	in	the	barrow	is	adjusted	at	each	weighing,	so	that
the	scales	just	balance.	At	the	end	of	the	test,	therefore,	the	number	of	tally	marks	is	multiplied
by	300,	and	the	product	is	the	weight	of	coal	used,	provided	it	has	all	been	fired;	but	if	any	coal
remains	in	front	of	the	boiler	at	the	close	of	the	test,	it	must	be	gathered	up	and	weighed,	and	its
weight	must	be	subtracted	from	the	total	weight	indicated	by	the	tally	marks	to	get	the	number
of	pounds	of	coal	actually	fired.	You	should,	of	course,	start	the	test	with	no	coal	in	front	of	the
boiler.

Care	must	be	taken	not	to	forget	to	make	a	tally	mark	each	time	a	barrow	of	coal	is	run	off	the
scales.	 By	 setting	 the	 scales	 so	 as	 to	 show	 any	 net	 weight,	 such	 as	 250	 or	 300	 pounds,	 and
making	each	barrow	load	exactly	this	weight,	much	time	is	saved,	as	it	is	unnecessary	to	change
any	of	the	weights	or	the	position	of	the	rider	on	the	scale	beam.
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If	 the	 coal	 used	 in	 the	 test	 is	 to	 be	 analyzed,	 take	 a	 sample	 of	 from	4	 to	 6	 pounds	 from	each
barrow	and	throw	it	into	a	box	near	the	scales.	Do	this	before	the	coal	is	weighed.	These	small
amounts	 from	 the	 various	 barrow	 loads	will	 then	 give	 a	 fair	 average	 sample	 of	 the	 coal	 used
during	the	test.

The	 condition	 of	 the	 furnace	 should	 be	 the	 same	at	 the	 end	 of	 the	 test	 period	 as	 at	 the	 start.
Therefore,	 at	 the	 moment	 the	 test	 is	 begun,	 observe	 the	 thickness	 of	 the	 fuel	 bed	 and	 the
condition	of	 the	 fire.	 If	 the	 fire	was	 cleaned,	 say,	 an	hour	before	 the	 test	began,	 see	 that	 it	 is
cleaned	an	hour	before	 the	 time	when	 the	 test	 is	 scheduled	 to	 end.	 If	 the	 coal	was	 fired,	 say,
eight	minutes	 before	 the	 test	 started,	 the	 last	 coal	 used	 during	 the	 test	 should	 be	 fired	 eight
minutes	 before	 the	 end	 of	 the	 test.	 The	 object	 of	 these	 precautions	 is	 to	 insure	 the	 same
conditions	at	start	and	finish,	as	nearly	as	possible;	otherwise,	the	coal	weighed	will	not	be	the
same	as	the	coal	consumed.

MEASURING	THE	FEED	WATER.

The	quantity	of	water	fed	to	the	boiler	during	the	test	may	be	found	by	metering	or	by	weighing.
A	 reliable	water	meter	 is	 recommended	 for	 this	work.	 There	 are	 a	 number	 of	 good	makes,	 of
different	types,	such	as:

1.	Venturi	meter.

2.	Weir	or	V-notch	meters.

3.	Diaphragm	meters.

4.	Displacement	meters.

5.	Water	weighers.

The	best	form	of	meter	to	use	in	any	particular	case	depends	on	the	local	conditions	in	the	plant;
but	 every	 plant	 should	 be	 provided	 with	 a	 permanently	 installed	 meter	 of	 some	 type.	 The
displacement	form	of	meter	should	be	used	only	with	cold	water,	however.

If	 there	 is	no	meter	or	water	weigher	 in	 the	plant,	 the	 feed	water	used	during	 the	 test	can	be
measured	by	the	three-barrel	arrangement	illustrated	in	figure	2.

Obtain	three	water-tight	barrels,	and	set	two	of	them	close	together	on	a	platform	directly	over
the	third,	leaving	about	12	inches	above	barrel	3	in	which	to	fit	the	valves	V	and	the	nipples	in
the	 bottoms	 of	 barrels	 1	 and	 2.	 Near	 the	 top	 of	 each	 of	 the	 barrels	 1	 and	 2	 screw	 a	 1-inch
overflow	pipe	O.

Run	a	pipe	P	from	the	city	main	or	other	source	of	supply	above	barrels	1	and	2,	and	put	a	valve
A	on	the	pipe	leading	to	each	barrel.	From	barrel	3	run	a	suction	pipe	to	the	feed	pump	that	is	to
pump	water	to	the	boiler	to	be	tested.	It	 is	best	to	have	a	by-pass	from	the	usual	water	supply
direct	 to	 the	 feed	 pump,	 or	 to	 another	 pump	 connected	 to	 the	 boiler,	 so	 that	 in	 case	 of	 any
trouble	 with	 the	 testing	 barrels,	 the	 regular	 operation	 of	 the	 boiler	 may	 be	 resumed	 without
shutting	down.

The	next	step	is	to	fill	barrels	1	and	2	with	water	until	they	overflow	at	O.	This	water	should	be	of
practically	 the	same	average	temperature	as	 that	which	 is	 to	be	used	during	the	 test.	Barrel	3
should	be	high	enough	above	the	feed	pump	so	that	the	pump	will	handle	hot	water.	Put	barrel	3
on	a	scales,	before	connecting	it	to	the	feed	pump,	and	weigh	it.	Then	let	the	water	from	barrel	1
run	into	barrel	3,	and	weigh	again.	The	second	weight	minus	the	first	weight	is	the	net	weight	of
water	 run	 in	 from	barrel	1	and	 is	 the	weight	of	water	contained	 in	barrel	1	when	 filled	 to	 the
overflow.	The	weight	of	water	 in	barrel	2	when	 it	 is	 filled	 to	 the	overflow	can	be	 found	 in	 like
manner.	Mark	these	weights	down.

When	the	net	weights	are	found	and	barrel	3	 is	removed	from	the	scales	and	connected	to	the
feed	pump,	the	apparatus	is	ready	to	begin	the	test.	Start	with	the	level	of	the	water	about	1	foot
below	the	top	of	the	barrel	3,	and	drive	a	nail	into	the	barrel	to	mark	this	level.	When	the	test	is
finished,	the	level	should	be	brought	to	the	same	point,	so	that	the	water	that	has	passed	through
barrels	1	and	2	will	accurately	represent	the	weight	of	water	fed	to	the	boiler	during	the	test.
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When	the	test	is	to	begin,	stop	the	feed	pump	and	tie	a	string	around	the	gage	glass	on	the	boiler
to	mark	the	height	of	the	water	level	in	the	boiler.	Then	start	the	pump	connected	to	barrel	3.	Fill
barrels	1	and	2	up	to	the	overflow	before	the	test	is	started.	Then	open	the	valve	V	on	barrel	1
and	 let	 the	water	run	 into	barrel	3	as	 fast	as	 the	 feed	pump	draws	water	 from	barrel	3.	When
barrel	1	is	emptied	close	its	valve	V	and	open	its	valve	A	so	as	to	refill	it.

While	barrel	1	 is	 filling	empty	barrel	2	 into	barrel	3	 in	 the	 same	way,	and	continue	 to	 fill	 and
empty	barrels	1	and	2	alternately.	In	this	way	barrel	3	will	be	kept	supplied	with	water	that	has
been	measured	 in	barrels	1	and	2,	 the	net	weights	of	which	were	found	before	the	test	began.
Keep	a	separate	tally	of	the	number	of	times	each	of	the	barrels	1	and	2	is	emptied	into	barrel	3.
At	the	end	of	the	test	the	number	of	tallies	for	each	barrel	multiplied	by	the	weight	of	the	water
that	 barrel	 will	 hold	 will	 be	 the	 weight	 of	 water	 measured	 in	 that	 barrel.	 The	 sum	 of	 these
weights	for	barrels	1	and	2	will	be	the	weight	of	water	used	in	the	test.

With	a	 three-barrel	arrangement	 like	 this,	water	can	be	weighed	rapidly	enough	 to	supply	300
boiler	horsepower.

Before	starting	a	test	make	sure	that	there	is	no	chance	for	water	to	leak	into	or	out	of	the	boiler.
See	 that	 the	 blow-off	 is	 tight,	 that	 there	 is	 no	 drip	 from	 gage	 cocks,	 and	 that	 the	 feed-line
connections	are	tight,	so	that	all	the	water	fed	to	the	boiler	will	represent	accurately	the	amount
evaporated	during	the	test.

If	 a	meter	 is	 used	 instead	 of	 the	 three-barrel	method,	make	 absolutely	 sure	 that	 the	meter	 is
correct,	as	the	accuracy	of	the	test	depends	on	the	accuracy	with	which	the	water	measurements
are	 made.	 After	 a	 meter	 is	 installed,	 test	 it	 to	 see	 that	 it	 operates	 correctly	 under	 the	 plant
conditions.

The	water	level	in	the	boiler	should	be	the	same	at	the	end	of	the	test	as	at	the	beginning.	As	the
time	for	stopping	the	test	draws	near,	therefore,	try	to	bring	the	conditions	the	same	as	at	the
start.	Do	not,	however,	run	the	feed	pump	rapidly	in	the	last	few	minutes	for	the	test	in	order	to
obtain	the	same	water	level.	If	there	is	a	slight	difference	in	level,	calculate	the	weight	of	water	it
represents	and	make	the	necessary	correction	to	the	total	weight	of	water	fed.

TEMPERATURE	OF	FEED	WATER.

Every	plant	should	have	a	thermometer	on	the	feed	line,	so	as	to	find	the	temperature	of	the	feed
water.	 Preferably,	 this	 thermometer	 should	 be	 of	 the	 recording	 type.	 If	 such	 a	 form	 of
thermometer	 is	 used	 during	 the	 test,	 it	 is	 unnecessary	 to	 take	 the	 feed	 temperature	 at	 stated
intervals,	as	the	record	will	show	the	varying	temperatures,	and	so	the	average	feed	temperature
during	the	test	can	easily	be	found.

If	 there	 is	 no	 thermometer	 in	 the	 feed	 line,	 take	 the	 feed-water	 temperature	 by	 means	 of	 a
thermometer	 hung	 in	 barrel	 3	 (figure	 2)	 by	 a	 hook	 over	 the	 edge	 of	 the	 barrel.	 Read	 this
thermometer	every	half	hour	during	the	test	if	the	feed-water	temperature	is	fairly	uniform;	but	if
it	 varies	 considerably,	 read	 the	 thermometer	 every	 15	 minutes.	 The	 object	 is	 to	 obtain	 the
average	feed-water	temperature	during	the	test	period.	Therefore,	mark	down	the	temperatures
as	read	at	the	stated	intervals.	At	the	close	of	the	test	add	the	readings	and	divide	their	sum	by
the	number	of	readings	and	you	will	have	the	average	temperature	of	the	feed	water.

STEAM	PRESSURE.

Every	boiler	is	fitted	with	a	steam	gage	by	which	the	pressure	is	 indicated.	It	 is	 important	that
the	pressure	gage	be	accurate.	What	is	wanted	in	a	test	is	the	average	pressure	of	the	steam	in
the	 boiler,	 therefore,	 observe	 the	 pressure	 at	 regular	 intervals,	 just	 as	 with	 the	 feed-water
temperature,	 and	 mark	 down	 these	 gage	 readings.	 The	 sum	 of	 the	 readings	 divided	 by	 the
number	of	readings	taken	will	be	the	average	steam	pressure	during	the	test.

A	recording	steam	gage	is	best	and	makes	its	own	readings.

WORKING	UP	THE	TEST.

After	the	boiler	test	has	been	made,	so	as	to	find	the	weight	of	coal	burned,	weight	of	feed	water
used,	 feed-water	 temperature	 and	 steam	 pressure,	 the	 efficiency,	 the	 horsepower,	 and	 the
economy	 must	 be	 obtained	 by	 calculation	 from	 the	 test	 results.	 The	 process	 of	 figuring	 the
desired	results	from	the	test	data	is	called	"working	up	the	test."

To	illustrate	the	method	used	in	finding	the	efficiency,	etc.,	suppose	that	the	data	obtained	from
the	test	are	as	follows:

Length	of	test.................................... hours 10
Total	weight	of	coal	fired................... pounds 5,000
Total	weight	of	water	evaporated....... do. 35,000
Average	temperature	of	feed	water.... °F 180
Average	steam	pressure,	gage............ pounds	per	square	inch 100

The	efficiency	of	any	process	is	always	a	comparison,	or	ratio,	of	the	output	to	the	input.	In	the
case	 of	 a	 steam	boiler	 the	 efficiency	 is	 the	percentage	 of	 the	heat	 supplied	 in	 the	 coal	 that	 is
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usefully	employed	in	making	steam.	The	output	of	the	steam	boiler	is	the	heat	represented	by	the
quantity	of	water	evaporated	by	a	pound	of	coal,	 taking	into	account	the	feed	temperature	and
the	steam	pressure,	and	input	is	the	amount	of	heat	contained	in	a	pound	of	the	coal	used.	The
efficiency	of	the	boiler	is	the	output	divided	by	the	input.

The	heat	contained	in	a	pound	of	coal	is	called	the	"calorific	value"	or	"heating	value"	of	the	coal.
It	can	be	found	by	taking	a	fair	average	sample	of	the	coal	used	during	the	test,	as	explained	in
connection	 with	 weighing	 the	 coal,	 and	 sending	 the	 sample	 to	 a	 chemist,	 who	 will	 make	 a
calorimeter	test	to	determine	its	heating	value.

At	the	end	of	the	test	the	sample	fuel	should	be	spread	out	on	a	clean	floor	and	all	lumps	broken
up,	so	that	no	pieces	are	larger	than	2	inches	maximum	diameter.	Then	the	gross	sample	should
be	 very	 thoroughly	 mixed	 by	 shoveling,	 after	 which	 it	 should	 be	 spread	 out	 in	 the	 form	 of	 a
square	 of	 uniform	 depth	 and	 quartered	 down	 until	 a	 final	 average	 sample	 is	 obtained	 for
shipment	to	a	competent	chemist,	experienced	in	fuel	analysis.	(See	Bureau	of	Mines	Technical
Paper	No.	133.)

About	2	quarts	of	the	chemist's	sample	should	be	put	in	air-tight	tins	or	jars	for	the	determination
of	moisture;	the	balance	of	the	sample	(the	total	weight	of	which	should	be	from	10	to	50	pounds,
depending	on	the	total	weight	of	coal	used	in	the	test)	may	be	packed	in	a	wooden	box	lined	with
paper	to	prevent	splinters	from	mingling	with	the	sample.	A	duplicate	coal	sample	should	be	kept
at	the	plant	to	be	used	in	case	of	loss	of	the	sample	sent	to	the	chemist.

The	Bureau	of	Mines	has	published	a	bulletin	or	pamphlet	giving	the	analyses	and	heating	values
of	 the	 various	 kinds	 and	 grades	 of	 coal	 from	 all	 parts	 of	 the	United	 States.	 (Bureau	 of	Mines
Bulletin	No.	22.)	This	bulletin	 can	be	used	 to	 learn	 the	approximate	heating	value	of	 the	 coal.
Simply	find	out	what	district	the	coal	used	in	the	test	came	from,	and	its	grade,	and	then	refer	to
the	bulletin	to	obtain	the	heating	value	of	the	coal.	If	a	chemist	can	be	obtained	to	make	a	heat
test,	however,	it	is	better	to	use	the	heating	value	he	determines.

Suppose	that	during	the	test	the	coal	used	was	run-of-mine	bituminous	having	a	heating	value	of
13,500	B.	 t.	u.	Every	pound	of	coal	 fired,	 then,	carried	 into	 the	 furnace	13,500	heat	units,	and
this	value	therefore	is	the	input	to	be	used	in	calculating	the	boiler	efficiency.

During	 the	 test	 5,000	 pounds	 of	 coal	 was	 fired	 and	 35,000	 pounds	 of	 water	 was	 fed	 and
evaporated.	This	means	that	35,000	÷	5,000	=	7	pounds	of	water	was	evaporated	per	pound	of
coal	burned.	This	is	the	"actual	evaporation,"	and	the	heat	required	to	evaporate	this	7	pounds	of
water	is	the	output	to	be	used	in	calculating	the	efficiency.

Every	fireman	knows	that	it	takes	more	coal,	and	therefore	more	heat,	to	make	steam	with	cold
feed	water	 than	with	 hot	 feed	water;	 also,	 that	 it	 is	 somewhat	 easier	 to	make	 steam	 at	 a	 low
pressure	than	at	a	high	pressure.	So	it	is	plain	that	the	heat	required	to	evaporate	7	pounds	of
water	into	steam	depends	on	two	things,	namely,	(1)	the	temperature	of	the	feed	water	and	(2)
the	pressure	of	the	steam	in	the	boiler.	From	the	data	of	the	test,	both	the	average	feed-water
temperature	and	the	average	steam	pressure	are	known,	and	so	it	is	a	simple	matter	to	find	out
the	 amount	 of	 heat	 needed	 to	 evaporate	 7	 pounds	 of	 water	 from	 the	 average	 temperature	 to
steam	at	the	average	pressure.

A	pound	of	water	at	212°	F.	must	have	970.4	B.	t.	u.	added	to	it	to	become	a	pound	of	steam	at
212°	F.,	 or	 zero	gage	pressure.	This	 value,	970.4	B.	 t.	u.,	 is	 called	 the	 latent	heat	of	 steam	at
atmospheric	pressure,	or	the	heat	"from	and	at	212°	F."	It	is	the	heat	required	to	change	a	pound
of	water	from	212°	F.	to	steam	at	212°	F.,	and	is	used	by	engineers	as	a	standard	by	which	to
compare	the	evaporation	of	different	boilers.

In	a	boiler	test	the	temperature	of	the	feed	water	is	usually	something	less	than	212°	F.,	and	the
steam	 pressure	 is	 commonly	 higher	 than	 zero,	 gage.	 In	 the	 test	 outlined	 previously,	 the	 feed-
water	temperature	was	180°	F.	and	the	pressure	was	100	pounds	per	square	inch,	gage.	It	must
be	clear,	then,	that	the	amount	of	heat	required	to	change	a	pound	of	water	at	180°	to	steam	at
100	pounds	gage	pressure	is	not	the	same	as	to	make	a	pound	of	steam	from	and	at	212°	F.

To	make	allowance	for	the	differences	in	temperature	and	pressure,	the	actual	evaporation	must
be	multiplied	 by	 a	 number	 called	 the	 "factor	 of	 evaporation."	 The	 factor	 of	 evaporation	 has	 a
certain	value	corresponding	to	every	feed-water	temperature	and	boiler	pressure,	and	the	values
of	this	factor	are	given	in	the	accompanying	table.	Along	the	top	of	the	table	are	given	the	gage
pressures	 of	 the	 steam.	 In	 the	 columns	 at	 the	 sides	 of	 the	 table	 are	 given	 the	 feed-water
temperatures.	 To	 find	 the	 factor	 of	 evaporation	 for	 a	 given	 set	 of	 conditions,	 locate	 the	 gage
pressure	at	the	top	of	the	table	and	follow	down	that	column	to	the	horizontal	line	on	which	the
feed-water	temperature	is	located.	The	value	in	this	column	and	on	the	horizontal	line	thus	found
is	the	factor	of	evaporation	required.	If	the	feed	water	has	a	temperature	greater	than	212°	F.,
obtain	the	proper	factor	of	evaporation	from	the	Marks	and	Davis	steam	tables.

Take	 the	 data	 of	 the	 test,	 for	 example.	 The	 average	 steam	pressure	 is	 100	 pounds,	 gage.	 The
average	 feed-water	 temperature	 is	 180°	F.	So,	 in	 the	 table	 locate	 the	 column	headed	100	and
follow	down	this	column	to	the	line	having	180	at	the	ends,	and	the	value	where	the	column	and
the	line	cross	is	1.0727,	which	is	the	factor	of	evaporation	for	a	feed-water	temperature	of	180°
F.	and	a	steam	pressure	of	100	pounds,	gage.

This	factor,	1.0727,	indicates	that	to	change	a	pound	of	water	at	180°	F.	to	steam	at	100	pounds
requires	 1.0727	 times	 as	 much	 heat	 as	 to	 change	 a	 pound	 of	 water	 at	 212°	 F.	 to	 steam	 at
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atmospheric	 pressure.	 In	 other	 words,	 the	 heat	 used	 in	 producing	 an	 actual	 evaporation	 of	 7
pounds	under	the	test	conditions	would	have	evaporated	7	×	1.0727	=	7.5	pounds	from	and	at
212°	F.	Hence,	7.5	pounds	is	called	the	"equivalent	evaporation	from	and	at	212°	F."	per	pound
of	coal	used.

As	already	stated,	it	takes	970.4	B.	t.	u.	to	make	a	pound	of	steam	from	and	at	212°	F.	Then	to
make	7.5	pounds	there	would	be	required	7.5	×	970.4	=	7,278	B.	t.	u.	This	is	the	amount	of	heat
required	to	change	7.5	pounds	of	water	at	212°	F.	to	steam	at	zero	gage	pressure,	but	it	is	also
the	heat	required	to	change	7	pounds	of	water	at	180°	F.	to	steam	at	100	pounds	gage	pressure,
because	7.5	pounds	from	and	at	212°	F.	is	equivalent	to	7	pounds	from	180°	F.	to	steam	at	100
pounds.	Therefore,	the	7,278	B.	t.	u.	is	the	amount	of	heat	usefully	employed	in	making	steam	per
pound	of	coal	fired,	and	so	it	is	the	output.	Accordingly,	the	efficiency	of	the	boiler	is—

~	Efficiency	=Output= 7,278 =	0.54,	nearly.Input 13,500

In	other	words,	the	efficiency	of	the	boiler	is	0.54,	or	54	per	cent,	which	means	that	only	a	little
more	than	half	of	the	heat	in	the	coal	is	usefully	employed	in	making	steam.

The	chart	shown	in	figure	3	is	given	to	save	the	work	of	figuring	the	efficiency.	If	the	equivalent
evaporation	per	pound	of	coal	is	calculated	and	the	heating	value	of	the	coal	is	known,	the	boiler
efficiency	 may	 be	 found	 directly	 from	 the	 chart.	 At	 the	 left-hand	 side	 locate	 the	 point
corresponding	to	the	equivalent	evaporation	and	at	the	bottom	locate	the	point	corresponding	to
the	heating	value	of	the	coal.	Follow	the	horizontal	and	vertical	lines	from	these	two	points	until
they	cross,	and	note	the	diagonal	line	that	is	nearest	to	the	crossing	point.	The	figures	marked	on
the	diagonal	line	indicate	the	boiler	efficiency.

Take	 the	case	 just	worked	out,	 for	 example.	The	equivalent	 evaporation	 is	7.5	pounds	and	 the
heating	value	of	 the	 fuel	 is	13,500	B.	 t.	u.	At	 the	 left	of	 the	chart	 locate	 the	point	7.5	midway
between	7	and	8	and	at	the	bottom	locate	the	point	13,500	midway	between	13,000	and	14,000.
Then	follow	the	horizontal	and	vertical	lines	from	these	two	points	until	they	cross,	as	indicated
by	 the	 dotted	 lines.	 The	 crossing	 point	 lies	 on	 the	 diagonal	 corresponding	 to	 54,	 and	 so	 the
efficiency	is	54	per	cent.

BOILER	HORSEPOWER	OR	CAPACITY.

The	capacity	of	a	boiler	 is	usually	stated	 in	boiler	horsepower.	A	boiler	horsepower	means	 the
evaporation	of	34.5	pounds	of	water	per	hour	from	and	at	212°	F.	Therefore,	to	 find	the	boiler
horsepower	developed	during	a	test,	calculate	the	evaporation	from	and	at	212°	F.	per	hour	and
divide	it	by	34.5.

Take	 the	 test	 previously	mentioned,	 for	 example.	 The	 evaporation	 from	 and	 at	 212°	 F.	 or	 the
equivalent	evaporation,	was	7.5	pounds	of	water	per	pound	of	coal.	The	weight	of	coal	burned
per	hour	was	5,000	÷	10	=	500	pounds.	Then	the	equivalent	evaporation	was	7.5	×	500	=	3,750
pounds	per	hour.	According	to	the	foregoing	definition	of	a	boiler	horsepower,	then—

Boiler	horsepower	=3,750=	109.34.5

The	 "rated	 horsepower"	 of	 a	 boiler,	 or	 the	 "builders'	 rating,"	 is	 the	 number	 of	 square	 feet	 of
heating	surface	in	the	boiler	divided	by	a	number.	In	the	case	of	stationary	boilers	this	number	is
10	 or	 12,	 but	 10	 is	 very	 commonly	 taken	 as	 the	 amount	 of	 heating	 surface	 per	 horsepower.
Assuming	this	value	and	assuming	further	that	the	boiler	tested	had	1,500	square	feet	of	heating
surface,	its	rated	horsepower	would	be	1,500	÷	10	=	150	boiler	horsepower.

It	 is	often	desirable	 to	know	what	per	cent	of	 the	rated	capacity	 is	developed	 in	a	 test.	This	 is
found	by	dividing	the	horsepower	developed	during	the	test	by	the	builders'	rating.	In	the	case	of
the	boiler	 tested,	109	horsepower	was	developed.	The	percentage	of	 rated	capacity	developed,
therefore,	was	109	÷	150	=	0.73,	or	73	per	cent.

HEATING	SURFACE.

The	heating	surface	of	a	boiler	is	the	surface	of	metal	exposed	to	the	fire	or	hot	gases	on	one	side
and	to	water	on	the	other	side.	Thus,	the	internal	surface	of	the	tubes	of	a	fire-tube	boiler	is	the
heating	surface	of	 the	 tubes,	but	 the	outside	 surface	of	 the	 tubes	of	a	water-tube	boiler	 is	 the
heating	surface	of	those	tubes.	In	addition	to	the	tubes,	all	other	surfaces	which	have	hot	gases
on	one	side	and	water	on	the	other	must	be	taken	into	account.	For	instance,	in	a	fire-tube	boiler
from	 one-half	 to	 two-thirds	 of	 the	 shell	 (depending	 on	 how	 the	 boiler	 is	 set)	 acts	 as	 heating
surface.	In	addition	to	this,	the	surface	presented	by	both	heads,	below	the	water	level,	has	to	be
computed.	The	heating	surface	of	each	head	is	equal	to	two-thirds	its	area	minus	the	total	area	of
the	holes	cut	away	to	receive	the	tubes.

COST	OF	EVAPORATION.

The	cost	of	evaporation	is	usually	stated	as	the	cost	of	fuel	required	to	evaporate	1,000	pounds	of
water	from	and	at	212°	F.	To	find	it,	multiply	the	price	of	coal	per	ton	by	1,000	and	divide	the
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result	by	the	product	of	the	equivalent	evaporation	per	pound	of	coal	and	the	number	of	pounds
in	a	ton.

Suppose	that	the	cost	of	the	coal	used	in	the	foregoing	test	was	$3.60	per	ton	of	2,000	pounds.
The	equivalent	evaporation	per	pound	of	coal	was	7.5	pounds.	Therefore	the	cost	of	evaporating
1,000	pounds	of	water	from	180°	F.	to	steam	at	100-pound	gage,	is—

$3.60	×	1,000=	$0.24,	or	24	cents.7.5		×	2,000

TABLE	OF	TEST	RESULTS.

After	 the	 test	 has	 been	made	 and	properly	worked	up,	 as	 heretofore	 described,	 collect	 all	 the
results	of	the	test	on	one	sheet,	so	that	they	can	be	kept	in	convenient	form	for	reference	and	for
comparison	with	later	tests.	A	brief	form	of	arranging	the	results	is	as	follows:

1.	Date	of	test............................................................................... 	May	20,	1918
2.	Duration	of	test.......................................................................... hours 10
3.	Weight	of	coal	used................................................................... pounds 5,000
4.	Weight	of	water	fed	and	evaporated........................................... do. 35,000
5.	Average	steam	pressure,	gauge................................................... do. 100
6.	Average	feed-water	temperature................................................. °F. 180
7.	Factor	of	evaporation................................................................. 1.0727
8.	Equivalent	evaporation	from	and	at	212°	F.................................. pounds 37,545

EFFICIENCY.
9.	Efficiency	of	boiler	and	furnace................................................... per	cent 54

CAPACITY.
10.	Boiler	horsepower	developed................................................... 109
11.	Builders'	rated	horsepower....................................................... 150
12.	Percentage	of	rated	horsepower	developed............................... per	cent 73

ECONOMIC	RESULTS.
13.	Actual	evaporation	per	pound	of	coal........................................ pounds 7
14.	Equivalent	evaporation	from	and	at	212°	F................................ pounds 7.5
						per	pound	of	coal	as	fired,
15.	Cost	of	coal	per	ton	(2,000	pounds)......................................... $3.60
16.	Cost	of	coal	to	evaporate	1,000	pounds	from	and	at	212°	F..... $0.24

HOW	TO	USE	THE	TEST	RESULTS.

The	object	of	working	up	a	test	 is	to	obtain	a	clear	idea	as	to	the	efficiency	of	operation	of	the
boiler	or	its	operating	cost.	Consequently,	after	the	calculations	have	been	made,	they	should	be
used	as	a	basis	for	study	with	the	idea	of	improving	the	boiler	performance.

Take	the	matter	of	boiler	efficiency,	for	example,	as	found	from	the	test	mentioned.	Its	value	was
54	per	cent.	This	is	altogether	too	low	and	indicates	wasteful	operation.	The	efficiency	of	a	hand-
fired	 boiler	 ought	 not	 to	 be	 less	 than	 65	 per	 cent,	 and	 it	 can	 be	 increased	 to	 70	 per	 cent	 by
careful	management	under	good	conditions.

The	chart	in	figure	3	can	be	used	to	indicate	the	evaporation	that	should	be	obtained	in	order	to
reach	a	desired	efficiency.	Suppose,	for	example,	that	it	is	desired	to	know	how	much	water	per
pound	of	coal	must	be	evaporated	to	produce	a	boiler	efficiency	of	65	per	cent	with	coal	having	a
heating	value	of	13,500	B.	t.	u.	per	pound.

Locate	 13,500	 at	 the	 bottom	 of	 the	 chart,	 follow	 the	 vertical	 line	 until	 it	 meets	 the	 diagonal
marked	 65	 per	 cent,	 and	 then	 from	 this	 point	 follow	 the	 horizontal	 line	 to	 the	 left-hand	 edge,
where	the	figure	9	is	found.	This	means	that	the	equivalent	evaporation	from	and	by	212°	F.	per
pound	of	coal	must	be	9	pounds	of	water.	 If	 the	steam	pressure	 is	100	pounds	gauge,	and	 the
feed-water	 temperature	 is	 180°	 F.	 the	 factor	 of	 evaporation	 is	 1.0727,	 then	 the	 actual
evaporation	must	be	9	÷	1.0727	=	8.36	pounds	per	pound	of	coal.	In	other	words,	to	increase	the
efficiency	from	54	per	cent	to	65	per	cent	under	the	same	conditions	of	pressure	and	feed-water
temperature,	 it	 would	 be	 necessary	 to	 increase	 the	 actual	 evaporation	 from	 7	 pounds	 to	 8.36
pounds.	This	would	mean	practically	20	per	cent	more	steam	from	the	same	weight	of	coal	used.
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How	to	do	this	will	require	some	study	and	experimenting	on	the	part	of	the	fireman	or	engineer.
The	 three	most	 common	 reasons	 for	 low-boiler	 efficiency	 are	 (1)	 excess	 air,	 (2)	 dirty	 heating
surfaces,	and	(3)	loss	of	coal	through	the	grates.	The	first	of	these	items	is	the	most	important	of
the	three.	In	most	cases	the	greatest	preventable	waste	of	coal	in	a	boiler	plant	is	directly	due	to
excess	 air.	 Excess	 air	 simply	means	 the	 amount	 of	 air	which	 gets	 into	 the	 furnace	 and	 boiler
which	is	not	needed	for	completing	the	combustion	of	the	coal.	Very	often	twice	as	much	air	 is
admitted	to	the	boiler	setting	as	is	required.	This	extra	or	excess	air	is	heated	and	carries	heat
out	through	the	chimney	instead	of	heating	the	water	in	the	boiler	to	make	steam.	There	are	two
ways	in	which	this	excess	air	gets	into	the	furnace	and	boiler	setting.	First,	by	a	combination	of
bad	regulation	of	drafts	and	 firing.	The	chances	are	your	uptake	damper	 is	 too	wide	open.	Try
closing	 it	 a	 little.	 Then,	 there	may	 be	 holes	 in	 the	 fire.	 Keep	 these	 covered.	 The	 second	 way
excess	air	occurs	is	by	leakage	through	the	boiler	setting,	through	cracks	in	the	brickwork,	leaks
around	the	frames	and	edges	of	cleaning	doors,	and	holes	around	the	blow-off	pipes.	There	are
also	other	places	where	such	air	can	leak	in.

Take	a	torch	or	candle	and	go	over	the	entire	surface	of	your	boiler	setting—front,	back,	sides,
and	top.	Where	the	flame	of	the	torch	is	drawn	inward	there	is	an	air	leak.	Plaster	up	all	air	leaks
and	repair	 the	brickwork	around	door	 frames	where	necessary.	You	should	go	over	your	boiler
for	air	leaks	once	a	month.

In	regard	to	best	methods	of	firing	soft	coal,	see	Technical	Paper	No.	80	of	the	Bureau	of	Mines,
which	may	be	obtained	from	your	State	Fuel	Administrator.

Dirty	heating	surfaces	cause	low	efficiency	because	they	prevent	the	heat	in	the	hot	gases	from
getting	through	into	the	water.	Therefore,	keep	the	shell	and	tubes	free	of	soot	on	one	side	and
scale	on	the	other.	Soot	may	be	removed	by	the	daily	use	of	blowers,	scrapers,	and	cleaners.	The
problem	of	scale	and	pure	feed	water	is	a	big	one	and	should	be	taken	up	with	proper	authorities
on	the	subject.

There	are	many	things	that	may	be	done	to	increase	the	efficiency	of	the	boiler	and	to	save	coal.
For	convenience	a	number	of	these	points	are	grouped	in	the	following	list:

WHAT	TO	DO. WHY.

1.	Close	up	all	leaks	in	the	boiler	setting. 			To	prevent	waste	of	heat	due	to	excess	air
admitted.

2.	Keep	shell	and	tubes	free	from	soot	and
scale.

			To	allow	the	heat	to	pass	easily	into	the
water.

3.	Use	grates	suited	to	the	fuel	to	be	burned. 			To	prevent	loss	of	unburnt	coal	through	air
spaces.

4.	Fire	often,	and	little	at	a	time. 			To	obtain	uniform	conditions	and	better
combustion.

5.	Cover	all	thin	spots	and	keep	fire	bed	level. 			To	prevent	burning	holes	in	bed	and
admitting	excess	air.
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6.	Do	not	allow	clinkers	to	form	on	side	or
bridge	walls.

			Because	they	reduce	the	effective	area	of	the
grate.

7.	Keep	the	ash	pit	free	from	ashes	and	hot
clinkers.

			To	prevent	warping	and	burning	out	of	the
grates.

8.	Do	not	stir	the	fire	except	when	necessary. 			Because	stirring	causes	clinker	and	is	likely
to	waste	coal.

9.	Use	damper	and	not	ash-pit	doors	to	control
draft.

			Because	less	excess	air	is	admitted	by	so
doing.

10.	See	that	steam	pipes	and	valves	are	tight. 			Because	steam	leaks	waste	heat	and
therefore	coal.

11.	Keep	blow-off	valves	tight. 			Because	leaks	of	hot	water	waste	coal.
12.	Cover	steam	pipes	and	the	tops	of	boilers. 			To	prevent	radiation	and	loss	of	heat.

Make	a	boiler	test	under	the	conditions	of	operation	as	they	now	exist	in	your	plant.	Then	make
all	possible	 improvements	as	suggested	 in	this	bulletin,	make	another	test	afterwards	and	note
the	increase	in	the	equivalent	evaporation	per	pound	of	coal	used.

Remember	that	the	firing	line	in	the	boiler	room	can	be	just	as	patriotic	and	helpful	as	the	firing
line	at	the	front.

Table	of	factors	of	evaporation.

Feed
temperature, Steam	pressure	in	pounds	per	square	inch,	gauge.

°F. 30 50 70 80 90 100 110 120
32....... 1.20731.21441.21951.22161.22341.22511.22661.2279
35....... 1.20421.21131.21641.21841.22031.22191.22351.2248
38....... 1.20111.20821.21331.21531.21721.21881.22041.2217
41....... 1.19801.20511.21021.21221.21411.21571.21731.2186
44....... 1.19491.20201.20711.20911.21101.21261.21421.2155
47....... 1.19181.19891.20401.20601.20791.20951.21111.2124
50....... 1.18871.19581.20091.20291.20481.20641.20801.2093
53....... 1.18561.19271.19781.19981.20171.20331.20491.2062
56....... 1.18251.18961.19471.19671.19861.20021.20181.2031
59....... 1.17941.18651.19161.19371.19551.19721.19871.2000
62....... 1.17631.18351.18851.19061.19241.19411.19561.1970
65....... 1.17331.18041.18541.18751.18931.19101.19251.1939
68....... 1.17021.17731.18231.18441.18621.18791.18941.1908
71....... 1.16711.17421.17921.18131.18321.18481.18641.1877
74....... 1.16401.17111.17621.17821.18011.18171.18331.1846
77....... 1.16091.16801.17311.17511.17701.17861.18021.1815
80....... 1.15781.16501.17001.17211.17391.17561.17711.1785
83....... 1.15481.16191.16691.16901.17081.17251.17401.1754
86....... 1.15181.15881.16381.16591.16781.16941.17101.1723
89....... 1.14861.15571.16081.16281.16471.16631.16791.1692
92....... 1.14551.15261.15771.15971.16161.16321.16481.1661
95....... 1.14241.14951.15461.15661.15851.16021.16171.1630
98....... 1.13931.14651.15151.15361.15541.15711.15861.1600
101....... 1.13631.14341.14841.15051.15231.15401.15551.1569
104....... 1.13321.14031.14531.14741.14921.15091.15251.1538
107....... 1.13011.13721.14231.14431.14621.14781.14941.1507
110....... 1.12701.13411.13921.14121.14311.14471.14631.1476
113....... 1.12391.13101.13601.13821.14001.14171.14321.1445
116....... 1.12091.12801.13301.13511.13691.13861.14011.1415
119....... 1.11781.12491.12991.13201.13391.13551.13701.1384
122....... 1.11471.12181.12691.12891.13081.13241.13401.1353
125....... 1.11161.11871.12381.12581.12771.12931.13091.1322
128....... 1.10851.11561.12071.12271.12461.12621.12781.1291
131....... 1.10541.11251.11761.11971.12151.12321.12471.1260
134....... 1.10231.10951.11451.11661.11841.12011.12161.1230
137....... 1.09931.10641.11141.11351.11531.11701.11851.1199
140....... 1.09621.10331.10831.11041.11231.11391.11541.1168
143....... 1.09311.10021.10521.10731.10921.11081.11241.1137
146....... 1.09001.09711.10221.10421.10611.10771.10931.1106
149....... 1.08691.09401.09911.10111.10301.10461.10621.1075
152....... 1.08381.09091.09601.09801.09991.10151.10311.1044
155....... 1.08071.08781.09291.09501.09681.09851.10001.1013
158....... 1.07761.08471.08981.09191.09371.09541.09691.0982
161....... 1.07451.08171.08671.08881.09061.09231.09381.0952
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164....... 1.07151.07861.08361.08571.08751.08921.09071.0921
167....... 1.06841.07551.08051.08261.08441.08611.08761.0890
170....... 1.06531.07241.07741.07951.08131.08301.08451.0859
172....... 1.06321.07031.07541.07741.07931.08091.08251.0838
174....... 1.06111.06831.07331.07541.07721.07891.08041.0817
176....... 1.05911.06621.07121.07331.07521.07681.07831.0797
178....... 1.05701.06411.06921.07121.07311.07471.07631.0776
180....... 1.05491.06211.06711.06921.07101.07271.07421.0756
182....... 1.05291.06001.06501.06711.06901.07061.07211.0735
184....... 1.05081.05791.06301.06501.06691.06851.07011.0714
186....... 1.04881.05591.06091.06301.06481.06651.06801.0694
188....... 1.04671.05381.05881.06091.06281.06441.06601.0673
190....... 1.04461.05171.05681.05881.06071.06231.06391.0652
192....... 1.04251.04971.05471.05681.05861.06031.06181.0632
194....... 1.04051.04761.05261.05471.05661.05821.05971.0611
196....... 1.03841.04551.05061.05261.05451.05611.05771.0590
198....... 1.03631.04351.04851.05061.05241.05411.05561.0570
200....... 1.03431.04141.04641.04851.05041.05201.05351.0549
202....... 1.03221.03931.04441.04641.04831.04991.05151.0528
204....... 1.03011.03721.04231.04441.04621.04791.04941.0507
206....... 1.02811.03521.04021.04231.04411.04581.04731.0487
208....... 1.02601.03311.03811.04021.04211.04371.04531.0466
210....... 1.02391.03101.03611.03811.04001.04161.04321.0445
212....... 1.02181.02901.03401.03611.03791.03961.04111.0425

Table	of	factors	of	evaporation—Concluded.

Feed
temperature, Steam	pressure	in	pounds	per	square	inch,	gauge.

°F. 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200
32....... 1.22921.23041.23151.23241.23331.23421.23511.2358
35....... 1.22611.22731.22831.22931.23021.23111.23201.2327
38....... 1.22301.22421.22521.22621.22711.22801.22881.2296
41....... 1.21991.22111.22211.22311.22401.22491.22571.2265
44....... 1.21681.21801.21901.22001.22091.22181.22261.2234
47....... 1.21371.21491.21591.21681.21781.21871.21951.2202
50....... 1.21061.21181.21281.21371.21471.21561.21641.2171
53....... 1.20751.20871.20971.21071.21161.21251.21331.2141
56....... 1.20441.20561.20661.20761.20851.20941.21021.2110
59....... 1.20131.20251.20351.20451.20541.20631.20721.2079
62....... 1.19821.19941.20051.20141.20231.20321.20411.2048
65....... 1.19511.19631.19741.19831.19921.20021.20101.2017
68....... 1.19201.19331.19431.19521.19611.19711.19791.1986
71....... 1.18891.19021.19121.19211.19311.19401.19481.1955
74....... 1.18591.18711.18811.18901.19001.19091.19171.1924
77....... 1.18281.18401.18501.18601.18691.18781.18861.1894
80....... 1.17971.18091.18201.18291.18381.18471.18561.1863
83....... 1.17661.17781.17891.17981.18071.18171.18251.1832
86....... 1.17351.17481.17581.17671.17761.17861.17941.1801
89....... 1.17041.17171.17271.17361.17461.17551.17631.1770
92....... 1.16741.16861.16961.17051.17151.17241.17321.1739
95....... 1.16431.16551.16651.16751.16841.16931.17011.1709
98....... 1.16121.16241.16351.16441.16531.16621.16711.1678
101....... 1.15811.15931.16041.16131.16221.16321.16401.1647
104....... 1.15501.15631.15731.15821.15921.16011.16091.1616
107....... 1.15191.15321.15421.15511.15611.15701.15781.1585
110....... 1.14891.15011.15111.15211.15301.15391.15471.1555
113....... 1.14581.14701.14811.14901.14991.15081.15151.1524
116....... 1.14271.14391.14501.14591.14681.14781.14861.1493
119....... 1.13961.14091.14191.14281.14371.14471.14551.1462
122....... 1.13651.13781.13881.13971.14071.14161.14241.1431
125....... 1.13351.13471.13571.13661.13761.13851.13931.1400
128....... 1.13041.13161.13261.13361.13451.13541.13621.1370
131....... 1.12731.12851.12951.13051.13141.13231.13321.1339
134....... 1.12421.12541.12651.12741.12831.12921.13011.1308
137....... 1.12111.12241.12341.12431.12521.12621.12701.1277
140....... 1.11801.11931.12031.12121.12211.12311.12391.1246
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143....... 1.11491.11621.11721.11811.11911.12001.12081.1215
146....... 1.11191.11311.11411.11501.11601.11691.11771.1184
149....... 1.10881.11001.11101.11201.11291.11381.11461.1154
152....... 1.10571.10691.10791.10891.10981.11071.11151.1123
155....... 1.10261.10381.10481.10581.10671.10761.10851.1092
158....... 1.09951.10071.10181.10271.10361.10451.10541.1061
161....... 1.09641.09761.09871.09961.10051.10141.10231.1030
164....... 1.09331.09451.09561.09651.09741.09841.09921.0999
167....... 1.09021.09141.09251.09341.09431.09531.09611.0968
170....... 1.08711.08831.08941.09031.09121.09221.09301.0937
172....... 1.08501.08631.08731.08821.08921.09011.09091.0916
174....... 1.08301.08421.08531.08621.08711.08801.08891.0896
176....... 1.08091.08221.08321.08411.08501.08601.08681.0875
178....... 1.07891.08011.08111.08201.08301.08391.08471.0854
180....... 1.07681.07801.07911.08001.08091.08181.08271.0834
182....... 1.07471.07601.07701.07791.07881.07981.08061.0813
184....... 1.07271.07391.07491.07591.07681.07771.07851.0793
186....... 1.07061.07181.07291.07381.07471.07561.07651.0772
188....... 1.06851.06981.07081.07171.07271.07361.07441.0751
190....... 1.06651.06771.06871.06971.07061.07151.07231.0731
192....... 1.06441.06561.06671.06761.06851.06941.07031.0710
194....... 1.06231.06361.06461.06551.06641.06741.06821.0689
196....... 1.06031.06151.06251.06351.06441.06531.06611.0669
198....... 1.05821.05941.06051.06141.06231.06321.06411.0648
200....... 1.05611.05741.05841.05931.06021.06121.06201.0627
202....... 1.05411.05531.05631.05721.05821.05911.05991.0606
204....... 1.05201.05321.05421.05521.05611.05701.05791.0586
206....... 1.04991.05111.05221.05311.05401.05501.05581.0565
208....... 1.04781.04911.05011.05101.05201.05291.05371.0544
210....... 1.04581.04701.04801.04901.04991.05081.05161.0524
212....... 1.04371.04491.04601.04691.04781.04871.04961.0503
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TRANSCRIBER'S	NOTES

Added	table	of	contents	to	HTML	version.
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Page	19:	Changed	typo	"Samuel	Sandford"	to	"Samuel	Sanford."
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